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Report for 2022-23(first term) 

Academics 

I was preparing 

for second year 

exams. Nigel 

bhaiya and Neha 

didi had come to 

Kechla for a short 

period of time and I 

took help from them 

to study some of the 

difficult parts of the subjects and also studied with Pranjal bhaiya. 

History was difficult for me to remember so I also took help from 

YouTube videos to remember the dates. I have total 10 subjects 

and have given five out of them and five are left to be given. The 

subject which I gave this time are:  

BEGC- 105 American literature 

BEGC- 107 British poetry and drama: 17th and 

18th centuries 

BEGC- 106 Popular literature 

BEGC -109 British Romantic Literature  

BEGC –108 British literature 18th century  

 

Volunteering 

I have classes in the afternoon and whenever I am not 

there, I inform some older children to take care of my 

class. In computer class I make the children do typing, 

sometime painting and make them write in word. I 

have one more class of music on Sunday afternoon. 

Now they are learning Kayada which I had asked 

Ganesh bhaiya. Great singer Pt. Shantanu 

Bhattacharya and his family had come to visit our 

school and children had learnt some songs with them, 

we also learnt some Taals and rhythm with him, and 



also heard his life story. We have festivals and on that day I always manage the music and sound 

systems.  

Games 

 In sports we play all the games- football, basketball, volleyball and Kabaddi and now it is rainy season 

so in the village people are having matches so I and one of my friend (Jagat) are going to play football 

with them. When Pranjal bhaiya is there, we have more fun in basketball. Twice a week Mondays and 

Saturdays I have games turn and on Sunday I have Chapati turn. I like to play football so I make all the 

children play football and we get excited and interesting in playing and so play till 6:00 pm in the 

evening but our actual time is till 5:00 pm. 

 

 


